
   

 

 
 

Avon Lake Board of Municipal Utilities 
 

AGENDA 
For 

WORK SESSION 
Tuesday 

June 18, 2019 
6:00 PM 

 
 

1. Call to Order 

2. CDM Smith 

3. Other Items 

4. Adjourn 



Avon Lake Regional Water 

MEMORANDUM 

To: Board of Municipal Utilities 

From: Todd Danielson & Rob Munro 

Subject: Work Session Agenda Item – June 18, 2019 

Date: June 14, 2019 

Item 1: Call to Order 

Item 2: Amendment to CDM Smith Agreement – TAD 

With the receipt of the draft NPDES permit modifications, staff has finalized the scope of work 
(SOW) and budget for CDM Smith to prepare the design for the flow diversion structure. The 
attached SOW will prepare a basis of design for two separate configurations for the flow 
diversion structure. Staff is proceeding with only requesting through the basis of design phase to 
help keep design costs to a minimum. Staff needs to work with CDM to explore a few options to 
help minimize long-term operation costs and provide the most flexibility for future possibilities. 

Once the preferred alternative is selected, staff will approach the Board for approval of final 
design/construction services (specific contracting approach yet to be determined). The intention 
would be to award the construction of this work during the fall so that it may qualify for a 0%-
interest loan, the offer for which expires at the end of this year.  

During the work session, staff will provide more detail about the project and the alternatives we 
wish to consider. Staff is seeking approval to amend the current CDM Smith contract in order to 
begin this work as soon as possible to both qualify for the 0%-interest loan and complete the 
work and assess the improvements to the system in order to better determine what approaches 
to long-term permit compliance are necessary. 

Item 3: Other Items 

Item 4: Adjourn 



 

1360 East 9th Street, Suite 610 

Cleveland, Ohio 44114 

tel: 216 579‐0404 

 

June 14, 2019 
 
Todd A. Danielson, PE, BCEE 
Chief Utilities Executive 
Avon Lake Regional Water 
201 Miller Road 
Avon Lake, OH 44012 
 
Subject: Avon Lake Regional Water 

Water Reclamation Facility 
Plant Improvements Project 
Letter Proposal for Flow Diversion Study 

 
Dear Mr. Danielson: 

This letter serves as CDM Smith’s proposal to perform an additional task for the above referenced 
project at Avon Lake Regional Water’s Water Reclamation Facility (WRF).  This task involves an 
evaluation of options to divert plant effluent to the existing 108-inch storm sewer. This work item 
has been discussed between Avon Lake Regional Water (ALRW) and CDM Smith over the last 
couple of months, and ALRW now intends to get it completed. 

At ALRW 's request, CDM Smith is providing a Scope of Services and Fee Proposal for professional 
engineering services to perform the flow diversion work. The form and scope of this document are 
based on CDM Smith’s understanding of the scope of services, familiarity with the work to be 
performed, and discussions with ALRW staff. 

Background 
The $35-million Plant Improvements Project at the WRF started in June 2016 and achieved 
substantial completion in June 2018. Although the Contractor reached substantial completion 
significantly earlier than projected, reaching final completion is taking a little longer. This delay is 
greatly due to the additional work (24 items) that the Contractor agreed to perform as part of the 
project. ALRW is using the contingency money made available under the Water Pollution Control 
Fund to pay for this extra work. Final completion should be achieved by August 2019. The work 
described in this letter proposal is related to the construction project; however, the means of 
implementing the flow diversion must still be determined by ALRW. Adding flow diversion will only 
enhance what has already been constructed and put online at the plant.   

Scope of Services 
The Scope of Services consists of the following: 
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Flow Diversion to the 108‐inch Storm Sewer  
Recently, Avon Lake Regional Water received a permit from the Ohio Environmental Protection 
Agency (OEPA) that, during high flow conditions, will allow the plant to discharge plant effluent to 
the existing 108-inch storm sewer that runs to the north (to Lake Erie) along the west side of the 
campus. The plant will be able to discharge blended effluent (primary treated and disinfected) or 
fully treated plant effluent to the storm sewer. In order to accomplish this a flow diversion 
structure/system must be modeled and designed. Under Task 1 a basis of design will be developed, 
and two flow diversion options will be evaluated based on cost and non-cost criteria. Two technical 
memorandums will be prepared: one to present the basis of design and one to present the 
evaluation of the two options. Task1 will include the following work:	

 Develop conceptual designs of two flow diversion structures/systems.  

 Analyze each option using the existing plant hydraulics model (Innovative Hydraulics 
software) created by CDM Smith.   

 Considerations: Plant rated average flow is 6.5 mgd, and rated peak flow is 12 mgd. Diversion 
to be designed to send 12 mgd to Lake Erie and up to 18 mgd to the storm sewer. New pump 
station is designed to pump 29.5 mgd. Note that plant hydraulics model currently shows 
bottlenecks at over 17 mgd. Model shows that plant can hydraulically pass 17 mgd, but we 
know that a portion of the 17 mgd flows over a weir on Miller Road and heads back to the 
plant.   

 Blended effluent receives primary treatment and is disinfected. Flow through primary tanks 
and directly to the UV disinfection station must be modeled. 

 Model the flow diversion scenarios with effluent going to the lake and storm sewer. Analyze 
the correct split.  

 All options will include the installation of a magnetic flow meter upstream of the flow 
diversion structure.  

Deliverables/Site	Visits/Meetings  

 Prepare a Basis of Design Technical Memorandum which provides pertinent parameters, 
assumptions, calculations, and decisions made in preparing conceptual drawings for the flow 
diversion system. Provide five copies of a draft TM; revise as needed based on ALRW 
comments; and provide five copies of the final TM. 

 Prepare an Options Evaluation Technical Memorandum which develops and evaluates two 
flow diversion options. Options will be evaluated based on cost and non-cost criteria. TM will 
present findings, conclusions, and recommendations. Calculate quantities and furnish an 
opinion of the probable construction cost (Engineer’s Estimate) for each option. Provide five 
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copies of a draft TM; revise as needed based on ALRW comments; and provide five copies of 
the final TM. 

 Following the notice-to-proceed, a kickoff meeting will be held with members of ALRW staff 
and the CDM Smith’s team to identify project critical success factors and to develop project 
goals, milestones, responsibilities, and a plan for the execution of the project. 

 Perform site visits and participate in two review meetings. Prepare meeting minutes.  

Proposed Fee 
Avon Lake Regional Water will reimburse CDM Smith for the execution of the scope of work and 
supporting expenses described in this letter proposal for a total fee amount not to exceed $61,070. 
The fee shown is for performing the task described above. Contract type and terms and conditions 
shall comply with the current contract between CDM Smith and Avon Lake Regional Water. This 
work will be authorized via an amendment to the current contract. A breakdown of the projected 
labor and expenses is provided in the fee table below.  

Task 

Labor 

Hours 
Labor 
Costs 

Other Direct 
Costs 

Totals 

Flow Diversion to the 108‐inch Storm Sewer  490  $60,570  $500  $61,070 

Totals  490  $60,570  $500  $61,070 

 
Proposed Schedule 
CDM Smith will complete the work in four months.   

Standard of Care 
The standard of care for all professional engineering and related services performed or furnished 
by CDM Smith will be the care and skill ordinarily used by members of the engineering profession 
practicing under similar conditions at the same time and in the same locality. 

We appreciate this opportunity to submit this proposal for this work and to continue working with 
Avon Lake Regional Water. If you have any questions or need additional information, contact me at 
216-912-1021. 

Sincerely, 

 

Edward J. St. John, PE, BCEE 
Project Manager 
CDM Smith Inc. 
cc: S. Baytos, ALRW 

File 



   

 

 
Avon Lake Board of Municipal Utilities 

 

AGENDA 
For 

Tuesday  
June 18, 2019 

Immediately Following the Work Session 
 
 

1. Call to Order 

2. General Matters 

A. Approve Minutes 

B. Public Speakers (3 minutes each) 

C. Correspondence 

3. Expenditures 

4. Amendment to CDM Smith Agreement 

5. Award of Race Road Resurfacing Project 

6. Informational Items 

A. Reports/Updates 

1) Lateral Separation Update 

2) GO Bond Sale 

3) Project Updates 

4) CUE/CUO Reports and Action Items 

5) Member Reports 

B. Miscellaneous 

7. Public Speakers 

8. Adjourn 



 
 

Avon Lake Regional Water 

MEMORANDUM 
 
 
To:  Board of Municipal Utilities 
 
From:  Todd Danielson & Rob Munro 
 
Subject:  Agenda Items – June 18, 2019 
 
Date:  June 14, 2019 
 
 
Item 1:  Call to Order 
 
Item 2A: Approve Minutes 
 
Item 2B: Public Speakers 
 
Item 2C: Correspondence 
 
Item 3:  Expenditures  
 
Item 4:  Amendment to CDM Smith Agreement – TAD 
 
The CUE has been regularly briefing the Board on the work staff has been performing in order 
to modify the NPDES discharge permit for the Water Reclamation Facility (WRF). Earlier this 
week, staff received a copy of the draft permit which, among other things, removes the 
requirement to construct wet-weather storage by December 31, 2019, in exchange for 
constructing an effluent diversion project (that would expand hydraulic capacity to 20 MGD) on 
or before December 31, 2020, and postpone completion of construction of any additional Long-
Term Control Plan improvements to December 31, 2026. 
 
In preparation for this, staff has been working with CDM Smith regarding a scope of work 
(SOW) and budget to design the modifications necessary at the WRF. The attached SOW and 
budget would provide a basis of design for two options. Staff would then select the preferred 
option for which CDM Smith would prepare a detailed design (to be brought before the Board at 
a later date). The intention would be to award the construction of this work during the fall so that 
it may qualify for a 0%-interest loan, the offer for which expires at the end of this year. Note that 
staff continues to work with CDM Smith regarding the potential design for the chemical feed 
facilities and record drawings for the WRF. During the scoping of the project, staff intended to 
complete the record drawings in house. We are reassessing whether that is the best approach. 
 
This project helps to satisfy a component of the Board’s “Water Resource Protection” initiative 
for “Sanitary surcharge abatement.” The Principles that would help guide the Board are: 

 Maintain existing assets, while investing in infrastructure that will take us into the future. 
 Exercise fiduciary responsibility. 

 
Recommended motion: 
I move to authorize the CUE to execute an amendment to the CDM Smith agreement to 
complete a basis of design for the flow diversion project for a lump sum fee of $61,070. 
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Item 5:  Award of Race Road Resurfacing Project – RKM 
 
Bids were opened on May 30, 2019, for the Race Road Resurfacing Project. This project is 
being completed in order to repair the asphalt from the ETL 2 Water Main Repair in late 2018. 
Avon Lake Regional Water partnered with the City of North Ridgeville. North Ridgeville opted to 
resurface a significant portion of the road near the repair site, with ETL 2 responsible for paying 
less than 15% of the project bid. There were eight bids received, with Erie Blacktop being the 
low bidder for $126,874.05 based upon the estimated quantities, which was significantly below 
the engineer’s estimate. The ETL 2 Consortium share is $18,422.11, based upon current 
quantities. 
 
The Principles that would help guide the Board are: 

 Maintain existing assets, while investing in infrastructure that will take us into the future. 
 Exercise fiduciary responsibility. 

 
Recommended motion: 
I move to award the Race Road Resurfacing Project to Erie Blacktop, with the ETL 2 
Consortium responsible for an estimated $18,422.11 and North Ridgeville responsible for an 
estimated $108,451.94 based upon current quantities and authorize up to an additional 5% 
should actual quantities exceed estimates.  
 
Item 6A1: Lateral Separation Update – TAD/RKM/CMA  
 
Staff is now in the final push to assure as many Groups B&C homes as possible are either in 
compliance or are under contract. With the continued efforts staff and customers are placing on 
coming into compliance, the table below summarizes the outstanding numbers as of June 13th.  
 

 
Group 

May 16, 2019 
Need to do 

work to comply 

May 30, 2019 
Need to do 

work to comply 

June 13, 2019 
Need to do 

work to comply 
Under 

Contract 
 

Deadline 

A 13 8 2 0 April 30, 2019 

B & C 117 111 84 64 June 30, 2019 

 
Based upon the progress to date and that anticipated through the end of the month, staff 
believes that there may be approximately 10 to 15 homeowners who have not completed the 
work by June 30th and do not have a contract for completion. The CUE will file criminal 
complaints against these homeowners on July 1, 2019. There may be another 45 to 55 
homeowners who have contracts but have not completed the work. These homeowners will 
receive an additional 30-days’ grace period to complete the work. 
 
Regarding outstanding Group A homes, an arraignment date of June 20, 2019 was set for the 
four property owners with contracts who did not complete the work by May 30th. All four of those 
have completed the work. The only two outstanding are the estate situation and the foreclosure. 
 
Item 6A2: GO Bond Sale – TAD  
 
As indicated at the last meeting, the GO Bond sale for the Walker Road water line (10 years, 
$1,800,000, plus issuance costs) and the Moorewood Combined Sewer Separation (30 years, 
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$4,750,000, plus issuance costs) was held on June 6, 2019. Four bids were received; and FTN 
Financial Capital Markets provided the best cost, with the True Interest Cost calculating to 
2.932%/year. 
 
Item 6A3: Project Updates – RKM/TAD 
 
45 Project: The crew is working on undercutting Tomahawk and will continue onto Grove to 
rebuild the base before paving. 
       
2019 Water Line Replacement Project:  The project is currently being advertised, with the bid 
opening scheduled for June 21, 2019. At its June 13th meeting, the Sewer Committee voted to 
place an ordinance authorizing the Mayor to co-sign all OWDA loan documents regarding the 
project. 
 
Item 6A4: CUE/CUO Report and Action Items – TAD/RKM 
 
Action Items are as presented with the write-up. 
 
Item 6A5: Member Reports 
 
Item 6B: Miscellaneous 
 
Item 7:  Public Speakers 
 
Item 8:  Adjourn 
 



 

Board of Municipal Utilities 
Meeting Minutes 

June 4, 2019 
201 Miller Road 
Avon Lake, Ohio 

 
Call to Order – Roll Call 
 
The meeting was called to order at 6:30 PM.  
 
Present: Mr. Abram, Mr. Dzwonczyk, Mr. Rush, Mrs. Schnabel, and Mr. Phillips. 
 
Also present: CUE Danielson, CUO Munro, Community Outreach Specialist Arnold, Mayor Zilka 
and Councilperson Fenderbosch. 
 
Approve Minutes 
 
Chairman Dzwonczyk presented the minutes of the May 21, 2019, work session and regular 
meeting. With no changes, additions or corrections noted, he ordered that the minutes stand 
and be distributed as presented.  
 
Public Speakers  
 
No Public Speakers 
 
Correspondence 
  
No Correspondence 
 
Expenditures 
 
Following review of expenses dated June 4, 2019, for funds and amounts as follows, Mr. Abram 
moved, Mr. Rush seconded to approve the expenditures of June 4, 2019:  
 
 Water Fund 701 $ 187,760.85 
 Wastewater Fund 721 $ 191,115.28 
 MOR Fund 703  $ 13,768.55 
 MOR Fund 762 $ 16,663.70 
 LORCO Fund 749 $ 1,276.82 
 Lateral Loan Fund 765 $ 12,435.00 
 Water Construction Fund 704 $ 40.00 
 Wastewater Construction Fund 724 $ 241,767.30 
 
Ayes: Abram, Dzwonczyk, Rush, Schnabel, and Phillips. 
Nays: None 
Motion carried. 
 
Lateral Separation Update 
 
The CUO informed the Board that arraignments and pre-trials were held on May 30, 2019, for 
customers who had not removed clean water from their sanitary laterals and did not have a 



 

contract. He stated that of those customers, four properties still remained outstanding. The 
Chairman asked if the details of the remaining customers not in compliance warranted an 
executive session at the end of the meeting. The CUO stated that an executive session was not 
necessary. 
 
The CUO stated that May 30, 2019, was the end of the 30-day grace period for the nine 
homeowners who had contracts as of April 30, 2019, but did not have the work completed. He 
said that during the 30 days, five of the nine came into compliance. He informed the Board that 
on May 31st, the CUE filed criminal complaints on the four who had not come into compliance. 
Arraignments are scheduled for June 20, 2019. 
 

 
Group 

April 30, 2019 
Need to do work 

to comply 

May 16, 2019  
Need to do work 

to comply 

May 30, 2019  
Need to do work 

to comply 
Under 

Contract 
 

Deadline 

A 15 13 8 5 April 30, 2019 

B & C 134 117 111 74 June 30, 2019 

 
The CUO said that staff has continued to focus on Groups B&C homes to help ensure that as 
many as possible will be in compliance by the June 30, 2019, deadline. He also informed the 
Board that staff will be knocking on the doors of the uncompliant customers during the 
weekends to prompt as many as possible to get the work done before the deadline. The 
Chairman thanked the staff for all of their hard work to date and their continued hard work.  
 
GO Bond Sale 
 
The CUE reminded the Board that at the January 15, 2019, meeting, Finance Director Presley 
and representatives from Sudsina & Associates briefed the Board about the upcoming 
conversion of Bond Anticipation Notes to General Obligation Bonds for the outstanding debt for 
the Walker Road Water Line and the Moorewood Combined Sewer Separation. He stated that 
this will be issued as one general obligation offering and is scheduled to be sold on June 6, 
2019. The breakdown of the offering will be as follows: the Walker Road portion issued for 
$1,800,000 (plus issuance costs), to be paid over 10 years; and the Moorewood portion issued 
for $4,750,000 (plus issuance costs), to be paid over 30 years and can be called for redemption 
after 2024.  
 
Employee Step Increase 
 
The CUE informed the Board Nicole Huerner successfully completed her first year as Customer 
Service Representative on May 1, 2019. He stated that, as per her contract, she will increase 
from Step 1A to Step 1B and will receive differential pay retroactive to her anniversary date of 
May 1, 2019. 
 
Legislative Update 
 
The CUE informed the Board that he has been tracking bills currently under consideration by 
the Ohio legislature. He stated that as the Chairman of the Water Utility Council of the Ohio 
Section of the AWWA, he commented on H.B. 163, which intends to legislate how utilities can 
charge for water sales to other jurisdictions. The CUE informed the Board that the bill is 
currently being considered by the Public Utilities Committee. 



 

 
Mr. Abram asked what are the figures being used as predatory charges in the bill. The CUE 
stated that the bill was being used to target larger jurisdictions that are believed to take 
advantage of smaller ones and that there was no exact figure in the legislation pointing to what 
qualifies as a predatory practice. He went on to say that some larger jurisdictions did charge a 
50% surcharge to their customers outside of their jurisdiction. However, Avon Lake Regional 
Water only charges 10% to its customers. He said that according to the bill, municipal 
corporations could not charge their customers outside of their jurisdiction more than they charge 
their customers within their jurisdiction.  
 
In response to questions from Mr. Rush, the CUE indicated that the legislation would require the 
utility to follow generally accepted rate-setting methodology. Because Avon Lake Regional 
Water established justifiable expenses for the ETLs, the question is whether Avon Lake 
Regional Water could charge the 10% more than it charges customers within the City. The CUE 
indicated that he would be doing additional research to determine if the additional 10% could fall 
within generally accepted rate setting. 
 
The Chairman asked if the bulk customers of Avon Lake Regional Water are generally in 
support of the current rate structure used by the municipality and are not proponents of bill H.B. 
163. The CUE stated that the bulk customers do believe that Avon Lake Regional Water is 
treating them fairly and that they value the service they are being provided. Mr. Phillips asked if 
there was any language within the bill that addresses existing contracts and the language in 
those contracts violating the bill. The CUE stated that there is no language in the bill that deals 
directly with existing contracts with out of town customers. He said the bill states that the 
municipality can only charge what is fair and appropriate. Mr. Phillips asked if, according to the 
bill, the utility must be the one to justify the rates they are charging. The CUE confirmed that that 
is what the bill states.  
 
Mr. Rush asked when the bill was initially proposed, and he asked that in the future bills of a 
similar nature should be brought to the attention of the Board quickly so they can addressed. 
The CUE informed the Board that this bill in particular was introduced a few months ago, and it 
has been sitting in the committee for some time. He also stated that in the future he will bring 
similar bills to the Board’s attention as soon as possible. Mr. Phillips asked if the CUE knew who 
the biggest proponents of the bill. The CUE stated that the Town and Townships Association is 
one of the proponents, but he also said that there weren’t many proponents that submitted 
testimony in favor of the bill.  
 
The Mayor asked that the CUE detail the penalties associated with bill H.B. 163. The CUE 
informed the Board that if a utility was found to be in violation of the law, they would lose their 
local government funding, which would affect the City of Avon Lake, and that funding would then 
be given to the areas that have been improperly charged by the utility. Mr. Phillips asked who 
exactly would be the party to bring the initial complaint. The CUE stated that it would be the 
customers of Avon Lake Regional Water, but he was not certain if it was the jurisdictional bulk 
customers or if it would be individual customers who believe they are being charged unfairly. 
The Chairman asked if there was any objection from Avon Lake Regional Water’s bulk 
customers that would indicate any support of the bill. The CUE stated that he meets regularly 
with most of the bulk customers, and he said that they are happy with the services they receive. 
He said they also understand that the rate increases are due to improving the system’s 
resiliency and redundancy.  
 



 

Councilwoman Fenderbosch read two paragraphs from a publication that she received about 
H.B.163 expressing concern about the wide ranging impact it could have on the City of Avon 
Lake. Mr. Rush asked if the Board should begin looking for outside counsel to assist in the next 
steps regarding the bill. The CUE informed the Board that number of trade associations and 
major organizations have publicly come out opposed to the bill. He said that he will be reaching 
out to those organizations to partner with them on opposing the bill. The CUE also stated that a 
case came before a judge in the past regarding a similar issue and the court ruled that the 
nature of the rates charged is subject to contract. He went on to say that despite the precedent 
that was set, the legislature could still enact the bill.  
 
Mr. Rush stated that according to Avon Lake Regional Water’s contracts with its bulk 
customers, there is a set process and procedure in the rates that are charged in accordance 
with Ohio law. The CUE agreed and stated that while he didn’t have the exact language of the 
AWWA rate-setting standards, he believed that Avon Lake Regional Water follows the industry 
standards for rate practices. The Chairman asked if Avon Lake Regional Water has any rights 
regarding its home rule and the rates it charges to its customers. Mr. Phillips stated to the Board 
that he believes if the legislation passes into law that it will be met with a large number of legal 
claims in opposition. The CUE stated that he will be watching the bill closely, and he will inform 
the Board on any progress that is made. He also reached out to Representative Gayle Manning 
regarding the bill to alert her to Avon Lake Regional Water’s opposition if the bill comes out of 
committee.  
 
The CUE is also tracking S.B. 2, which would create a statewide watershed planning and 
management program that would help identify sources and areas of water quality impairment 
and create programs that minimize non-point impacts to water quality. He stated that the bill 
appears to be intended to complement the H2Ohio Fund proposed by the governor and has 
been referred to the Agriculture and Natural Resources Committee. 
 
NOAA Algal Bloom Predictions 
 
The CUE informed the Board that the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association (NOAA) is 
making their predictions regarding the 2019 Lake Erie algal bloom severity. He stated that 
based upon the spring rains so far, 2019 may rival some of the worst Lake Erie blooms in recent 
past. The CUE presented the NOAA predictions to the Board showing that the severity has 
increased with each updated prediction. The CUE informed the Board that staff has made 
preparations for and is ready to respond to anticipated blooms in order to assure our customers 
continue to be provided high-quality drinking water. He also stated that the algal blooms that the 
Lake Erie central basin has are not nearly to the level of toxicity that the western basin 
experiences.  
 
Mr. Phillips asked if Avon Lake Regional Water has already purchased the activated carbon 
necessary to offset the algal blooms or if the chemicals are bought on a month-by-month basis. 
The CUE informed the Board that chemicals are bought through yearly contracts at a fixed 
price. The CUO stated that the chemical contracts are based on an estimated use for that year. 
The Chairman and Mr. Phillips stated that they believe Avon Lake Regional Water may want to 
consider purchasing more activated carbon in anticipation of offsetting the predicted algal 
blooms. The CUO informed the Board that he will begin looking into the matter before the 
contract closes.  
 
Mr. Abram asked if there was any work done regarding the use of fossil fuels and the reduction 
of algal blooms. The CUE informed the Board that there has been a considerable amount of 



 

research on algae for biofuel. He said that according to a previous study, the concentration of 
algae in Lake Erie is not enough for biofuels. However, there are a number of vendors that are 
attempting to utilize these algal cells in contained units at water reclamation facilities. Mr. Rush 
asked if there was any way that Avon Lake Regional Water could sell the water to those areas 
affected by the severe algal blooms. The CUE informed the Board that the biggest cost comes 
to transporting the water, and, he believes that the economies of scale prohibit the sale of water 
to those distant communities at this time.   
 
Project Updates 
 
45 Project: The CUO informed the Board that the crew continues to make progress on the 
driveway apron restoration on Forest. Also, the crew has begun tree lawn restoration. Milling 
and grading have begun on Tomahawk to widen the street. 
 
Jaycox & Lake Water Lines:  The CUO stated that HDR delivered its draft final plans on May 
31st. He stated that it is staff’s intention to issue a request for bids soon and seek project award 
in July or August. 
 
Mr. Rush asked about the status of the Avondale project. The CUO informed the Board that the 
bid was awarded to UUI, and that staff is working with First Energy regarding an easement. He 
also stated that they are working with Joe Reitz and Ted Esborn of the Economic Development 
to secure the easement. He informed the Board that the project will require the securing of an 
easement on Lake Road as well. The CUO stated that it will take about three weeks for 
everything to be approved.  
 
CUE and CUO Reports 
 
The CUE informed the Board that staff has sent out a postcard reminding customers about their 
backflow testing requirement. He said that Avon Lake Regional Water will be sending out 
another postcard, and potentially a letter, to let customers know that they will be charged $50.00 
if the testing is not completed by July 1st.  
 
The CUE also stated that there will be three retirements at the Water Filtration Plant this year. In 
anticipation of these retirements, staff has already begun hiring and conducting a search for 
additional candidates. The CUE informed the Board that the Civil Service Commission’s exam 
for the Technical Support Specialist position is taking place at the time of the Board meeting. He 
said that there were a total of nine applicants, and the Civil Service Commission will be meeting 
on June 20th to certify the list.  
 
The CUE brought to the Board’s attention the visit from the Ohio EPA Director. He said that the 
tour and the meeting went very well, and that he informed the Director of the tremendous 
savings provided to the customers of Avon Lake Regional Water because of the incentivized 
loans and programs. He stated that the meeting also detailed a need for reciprocity regarding 
operator licensing from other states. The Chairman said that he was encouraged by the visit 
from the Ohio EPA Director, and that he emphasized the work being done by the Board and 
staff to show that Avon Lake Regional Water’s unique structure effectively benefits public 
health, welfare, and the environment. 



 

 
Member Reports 
 
Mrs. Schnabel informed the Board that she met with the graduate students working on the 
biomimicry program, along with Greg Yuronich and the CUE. She stated that they discussed the 
progress made with the program and what work still needed to be completed. She said that she 
will continue to work closely with the students to assist them and to be a conduit for the Board. 
 
Mr. Rush asked about the Class IV Operator license and which staff members have them. He 
also asked if there were any other staff members working on achieving that level of licensing. 
The CUO stated that the license itself is similar to a doctoral thesis and it requires a large 
amount of approval by the EPA. He also informed the Board that, in addition to the Class IV 
Wastewater Operator Steve Baytos, Greg Yuronich has a Class IV Water Operator license. The 
CUO stated that there were not any other staff members working towards their Class IV license 
at this time. The CUE informed the Board that there are incentives in the union contract and 
they have additional plans to encourage staff to seek the more advanced levels of licensing. Mr. 
Rush stated that he believes it would benefit Avon Lake Regional Water to have the City 
recognize that the licensing process should warrant more efforts to retain those who are 
qualified for employment.  
 
Miscellaneous 
 
None 
 
Public Speakers 
 
No Public Speakers 
 
Adjourn 
As there was no further business, Mr. Abram moved, Mr. Rush seconded, that the meeting 
adjourn at 7:29 PM. 
 
Ayes: Abram, Dzwonczyk, Rush, and Schnabel  
Nays: None 
Motion carried. 
 
Approved _______________ 2019. 
 
 
 
John Dzwonczyk, Chairman Todd A. Danielson, Clerk 
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ACTION ITEMS FROM BOARD MEETINGS

*Categories:  Financial, Lateral Project, Personnel, Education/CI, Strat. Plan or Misc. Updated on 6/14/2019

DATE CATEGORY* TOPIC SOLUTION STATUS
6/4/2019 Financial Due to the potentioal for a significant algae year, please consider 

whether it may make sense to issue the request for bids for activated 
carbon earlier than when historically bid.

Have begun considering changing the bidding cycle for 
activated carbon.

Open

4/16/2019 Financial Look into the economics of what it would take to make valve exercising a 
service for bulk, and other, customers.

The CUE has spoken with bulk customers, and 3 would like 
to explore the possibility.

Open

4/16/2019 Lateral Consider reaching out to local nurseries to see if they would offer 
discounts to those completing lateral work.

Petitti did not return repeated phone calls. As have time, 
will reach out to other nurseries.

Open

4/16/2019 Financial Provide information on energy expenses and savings. Will update this information and provide it at a future 
Board meeting.

Open

4/2/2019 Misc. Please consider a landscape bed in front of the fence on Lake Rd. near 
WRF.

Will speak with NRG about the property. Open

3/19/2019 Financial What are anticipated costs for Class B v. landfilling residuals? Will be included as a part of the Residuals Master Plan or 
with potential earlier Residuals bidding process.

Open

3/19/2019 Financial Please see if there is a way to work together with the City regarding the 
phone system.

Have begun discussions with the City's historical 
contractor.

Open

6/5/2018 Misc. Members asked what majority is needed to rescind legislation. Open
6/4/2019 Financial Please put the "1/2" back in the description section of the expenditures if 

the cost is equally split between the two funds.
Please see 6/18/19 expense sheets. There was a slight 
modification that now shows how many accounts against 
which the expense is split.

Answer

5/21/2019 Financial Prior to paying insurance deductible claims that may be questionable, 
bring to Board for discussion.

Will amend implementation of Board's 2/17/15 
authorization for CUE to spend up to $2,000 per claimant 
to notify the Board ahead of time if the situation is not 
clear cut.

Answer

5/21/2019 Financial Please explain Fund 701, items 86 & 87: water used from ETL-1 & ETL-2. The mischarge was credited back to the Water Fund (not 
shown in expenses) and charged against ETL-2.

Answer

4/2/2019 Misc. Members asked to see the new agreement with Sprint for a structure on 
the water tower

Staff will provide the agreement once it has been received 
from Sprint.

Answer

3/19/2019 Misc. Please work with the City to see how the Developer Agreement could be 
worked into the Planning Code.

The CUE is working with the Public Works Director on this 
matter.

Answer

3/4/2019 Financial Why is Avon Lake Regional Water being charged property taxes despite 
being a tax-exempt organization, and have we filed the appropriate 
exemptions?

The Finance Director is working with the County regarding 
properties on Walker Rd. and Lake Rd. that need to be 
classified as tax-exempt.

Answer

1/15/2019 Misc. Readerboard sign for Lake Road Zoning classified Water Plant as institutional and we are 
required to follow the permitted use of "Public Utility 
Transmission & Distribution Stations" Section 1212.03 of 
the Zoning regulations.

Answer

1/2/2019 Lateral Video of loan process. Outreach Specialist is working with Chairman. Answer
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